Global Blockchain Expert Group

Legal notice
It is impossible in a presentation of this type to consider the investment
objectives, financial situation and particular needs of each reader. Accordingly, nothing in this presentation should be construed as a recommendation by DeCentre Ltd, or any associate of DeCentre Ltd or any other person concerning an investment in cryptocurrency. Readers should
not rely on this presentation as the sole or principal basis of a decision
to invest in cryptocurrency and should seek independent financial and
taxation advice before deciding whether to invest in cryptocurrency. No
person is authorized by DeCentre Ltd to give any information or to make
any representation not contained in this presentation. Any information or
representation not contained in this PIS must not be relied upon as having been authorized by or on behalf of DeCentre Ltd. Nothing in this presentation is, or may be relied upon as, a representation as to the future
performance of cryptocurrencies or blockchain assets.
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This moment is
the future now

Everyone can, but not anyone should.
DeCentre, an expert group in the
blockchain profession, will reward
your trust with excellence and mastery.
www.decentre.net
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DeCentre is a professional group in
the blockchain business with
expertise in marketing strategies,
presales, initial coin offerings, and
global public relations. We are one
step ahead in creating synergies
among start-ups, investors, and
partnering companies. We will be
a highway to success for your blockchain business group.
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Global
Blockchain
Expert
Group
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DeCentre is a blockchain business development group
specializing in cryptocurrency marketing strategies that
encompass the range from pre-sales and ICOs to social
networking and global public relations. Our experience
and record of success will make your project stand out
in the market. Though our strong global partnership, we
will support the creation of synergies amongst blockchain businesses. With our capability and expertise in
the international cryptocurrency market, DeCentre will
reward your trust with excellence and success.
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Who We Are

Who
We Are
Mission

To assimilate capital and

To provide guidance and sup-

investment markets into

port for clients and investors in

blockchain businesses to drive

cryptocurrency and ICOs

growth and development

Core
Competency

Blockchain Advisory

Global Marketing Platform

We create businesses based

We offer a global marketing

on blockchain technology to

platform and provide ongoing

realize value for both clients

networking to make ICOs suc-

and investors.

cessful.

ICO Fund Management
We select promising blockchain
companies and expedite their
systematic development through
professional consultation and
successful crowdfunding.
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Our Service

Our
Service
Global
Marketing
Division

ICO Global Marketing

Global media publicity

SNS Community
Management

Meetup and conference
organization

Global PR

Service
Division

CoinPresso
Crypto information site
RoundRobin

DeCentre Magazine
Magazine specializing in
cryptocurrency

C2C Exchange

New Asset
Strategy
Division

Overall crowdfunding

F&B
Division

Operation of the Decentre Cafe

Display advertisements

Franchise Business

Offline ads

ICO fund management

Private and public presale 
fund management
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Business Domain

Business
Domain

Advisory
&
Markting

Round
Robin

ICO
Fund Raising
Accelerating

DeCentre
Blockchain
Cafe

DeCentre

Advisory
Marketing/PR
Community Managing
Developing/Designing

Ducato

CoinPresso
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Business Domain

Business
Domain

Meetup

Magazine

DeCentre
Blockchain
Cafe

Coin info

Cultre

Advertising
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Blockchain Technology Advisory

Blockchain
Technology Advisory
Experienced professionals in the blockchain business will provide guidance and advice for your projects from the beginning
to the end. We have been involved in various prominent blockchain projects. We have our own teams who understand the latest trends and blockchain technologies.
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Issuing and Listing Token

Issuing and
Listing Token
We provide direction and step-by-step implementation guides
from the initial stages of preparing ICO projects.
From the outset, we support Token issue structure design and
allocation planning, and provide KYC guide of participants which
is the last stage of ICO. We assist in listing tokens on major
global exchanges even after the project is complete.
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Smart Contract Writing

Smart Contract
Writing
Using our firsthand experience from past successful ICOs, we
can develop your smart contract and token and verify that your
blockchain network is functioning properly. We also provide services for tokens used in fund composition and user distribution.
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Build Websites and Applications

Build Websites
and Applications
We also specialize in developing websites and applications,
allowing you to build your own digital communication channel
and encourage users to experience the value of your token. By
connecting you to various SNS tools, we will enrich your project
with diverse and outstanding content.
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ICO Process Management

ICO Process
Management
It usually takes about 4-5 months from setup to ICO.
It will take at least 3 months for ICO to start.
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ICO Process Management

1
Project
Assessment

2
Whitepaper
ICO website

3
ICO Process
Token
Economics

4
Bounty
Program

5
Bounty
Program

6
Token
Distribution

7
Exchange
Listing
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Global
Marketing
Platform
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Global Marketing Platform

Global Marketing
Platform
Customizing
Brand
Marketing

Differentiated brand marketing and global network promotion
are required to lead the business to success. We analyze the
strengths, position, and goals of our clients based on our rich experience in the area, allowing our clients to organize their brand
and extend strategic marketing to overseas markets.

Content
Creation

Content that satisfies both investors and participants in the global
ICO market is not easily created. Through our achievements in the
ICO markets in the past two years, we are proficient in developing
customer contents to ensure a successful ICO. With experience
as our cornerstone, we will strengthen your content from planning
and promotion to production and translation.

Marketing
Plan

With our 20-year experience in IT marketing and a team of leading
experts in blockchain marketing, we will accentuate our client’s
projects in the market. Those without experience in blockchain
marketing cannot avoid risks and trial-and-error. However, since
we carry out projects based on firsthand experience, we are confident in precisely planning and agilely managing your risks.

Media
Relations

We have our very own channeling targeted to global media public
relations and crypto media to expedite the success of our client’s
project. We take pride in DeCentre’s media relations, which is unparalleled by those of any other competing companies. We have
connections to excellent media platforms not only in Korea but
also overseas, guaranteeing the fastest and most effective media
mix, public relations, regional media exposure, and media management.
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Global Marketing Platform

Global Marketing
Platform
Community
Management

Very few groups in Korea specialize in managing crypto communities. Community management is invariably one of the most important aspects of a successful company in the world. Therefore,
we have created a team specializing in community management
whose members are actively implementing their know-hows to
promote customer loyalty by providing ongoing monitoring, reception, and responding on preferred channels such as Telegram.

Create &
join a Meetup

Through our global conferences and meetups, we can promote the
value of our customers to the industry and the public. We conduct
major conferences or regional events to take full advantage of this
opportunity. Together with influential advisors or speakers, you
share your goals and vision with conference participants. We host
a variety of topics in Korea and promote people who are interested
in increasing their participation.

Reputation
Management

In the blockchain business, it is important to enter the corresponding network using state-of-the-art core technology. We will
advance our client’s project to stand at the top of the network. We
are ready to invest directly into the blockchain industry and global
networks, comprising of investor groups, participants, and communities, to make our client’s project a success.

Advisor
Recommendation

We are connected to many prominent advisors in a myriad of
countries. Joining a prominent group of advisors from the blockchain industry will not only secure the trust of the project, but also
allow the project to share its visions and achieve publicity. We can
provide as many advisors as required in the fields of blockchain,
technical aspects, service strategy, marketing, legal matters, and
tax management.
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ICO Fund Management

ICO Fund
Management
• We have a handful of experts in global trading and
risk management
• We persistently scan the market to discover and
preempt outstanding cryptocurrencies
• We invest in ICO projects that pass our stringent review of
core technologies and values
• We develop strategically optimized step-by-step funds
• We manage funds in accordance to precise portfolio guidelines
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ICO Fund Management

1
Seed Stage

2
Private Sale

3
Public PreSale

4
Crowd Sale

5
Listing
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DeCentre Blockchain Cafe

DeCentre
Blockchain Cafe
We will open networking cafés throughout Korea, the first one
expected in Gangnam, Korea this July, aimed to function as
the hub of crypto meetups where investors and developers can
communicate and exchange information.
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CoinPresso
News site about crypto currency
• Real-time ticker information for major coins
• Information on the trading ranks of major exchanges
• News content about Crypto currency
• Provide “how-to’s” and related materials on ICOs
• Share a variety of posts within the DeCentre Cafe
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Round Robin

Round Robin
C2C Crypto Exchange service
• Platform to secure transactions between non-listed coins and
tokens
• Environment to promote freedom of trading outside the
restrictions of exchanges
• KRW and cryptocurrency escrow service to guarantee safe trading
• Application in DeCentre Cafe to allow offline exchange services
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Ducato

Ducato
Investment Strategy and Objectives
• Actively managed exposure to Cryptocurrencies
• Investment in carefully selected Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs),
both pre- and post-launch
• Positions managed according to clear portfolio guidelines
• A portfolio management team with deep experience in global
markets trading and risk management
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Our Partners

Our Partners

pantone 137c
pantone 322c
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Full Service Crypto Agency

Full Service Crypto Agency - DeCentre Inc
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Thank
you
www.decentre.net
support@decentre.net
10F, 702 Eonju-ro, Gangnam-go, Seoul, Korea

www.decentre.net

